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About This Game
Boo Breakers: The Ghostening
Join a band of mages, known as the Boo Breakers, and travel to a variety of locales. Cast spells to reveal hidden danger
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Title: Boo Breakers: The Ghostening
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Rank17
Publisher:
Rank17
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016

Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel i5
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NV

English

Pretty fun game. Reminded me of Unruly Ghouls a little bit. It's a pretty easy game to pick up and play and have some fun. It's
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not scary. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yh83S3wKncY. Really fun and awesome concept! This is what VR is meant for
and thrives at.. This Vive game is about exorcising ghosts inside of a haunted house after they've possessed your furniture and
decor. I found it simple to get the hang of from the very start. It's a fun family-oriented game. I like the idea of having to search
for the ghosts with your abilities and invoking them to come out from hiding. It's well worth the asking price of $4.99.. My kids
had fun bustin ghosts. Great concept for a quick fun VR game for kids.. This Vive game is about exorcising ghosts inside of a
haunted house after they've possessed your furniture and decor. I found it simple to get the hang of from the very start. It's a fun
family-oriented game. I like the idea of having to search for the ghosts with your abilities and invoking them to come out from
hiding. It's well worth the asking price of $4.99.. Pretty fun game. Reminded me of Unruly Ghouls a little bit. It's a pretty easy
game to pick up and play and have some fun. It's not scary. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yh83S3wKncY. Really fun and
awesome concept! This is what VR is meant for and thrives at.. Fun, really reminds me of Luigi's Mansion! Great game to share
with kids, especially at the low price.. Really fun and awesome concept! This is what VR is meant for and thrives at.
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